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This Is the Year to Make
Professional Certification
Your Career Priority
September 15-20
Oglebay Resort & Conference Center
Wheeling, W.Va.

“The operations school gave me the knowledge to make
our arena more energy-efficient, and we started to save
money the day I returned to work. The courses taught me
that arena management is not just a job; it is a career,
and one that I want to be in for a very long time!”

Choose from:
• Certificate of Arena
Operations (CAO)

• School of Ice Technologies
(SIT)

Topics include:
• Refrigeration
• Equipment Maintenance
& Operations
• Ice Painting & Installation

•
•
•
•

Emergency Preparedness
Energy Management
HVAC
and much more!

Jodi Truel, CAO, Southgate Civic Center

“Recently, while explaining the panel to a new shift supervisor,
I noticed rubber shavings under the pump. After looking
further, sure enough, just as it was talked about in class, the
coupler was shot as the motor was turning but the pump wasn’t.
I was shocked that I knew it and was able to troubleshoot the
problem so quickly. Thanks to the refrigeration portion of the
operator’s course, I was able to find the problem.”
TJ Swiderski, CAO, Armstrong Arena

What’s In It For YOU?
• Competitive advantage
• Lower operating costs

• Increased productivity
• Improved customer service

ISI/IAVM member tuition: $595
Non-members: $795
“I benefited from the school in two ways: learning from the
instructors who generously shared their experience and
education with us, and the sharing among all the
students. Both of these helped me better understand what
I do, what I should be doing and what we can do better at
our facility. Also, it identifies many pitfalls to avoid.”

(Does not include accommodations)

Register at skateisi.org/iAIM
(972) 735-8800

Joseph Miner, CAM, Brett Memorial Ice Arena

iAIM is presented through a partnership between the Ice Skating Institute, the
International Association of Venue Managers and the National Training Center at Oglebay.
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Conference
Countdown!

I

t’s almost conference time, and a little
advance planning will go a long way toward
making the most of your schedule in Las
Vegas. The program book you will receive at
registration is available now at skateisi.org/
conference to help you make your daily session
selections. Check out some of the highlights
planned for this year:

Keynote Address

Carlson’s career include
more than 30 years of
experience owning
and operating successful businesses
in amusement
and entertainment, retailing,
i nte r n at i o n a l
development and
consulting, but his experience as an ice arena manager at
Franklin Park in Chicago gives him valuable
insight into our industry.

Joan Fox is a nationally recognized customer
service and service leadership expert who
challenges people and businesses to think in
innovative ways to help increase their capacity
to compete and win. She believes that learning
is facilitated by involvement, interaction and Professional Skating Speaker
having fun. In her keynote address on Tuesday, This year’s featured skating speaker is a profesMay 28, Fox will present what it really takes to sional coach, choreographer and show producer.
be a leader, challenging attendees with the five Doug Mattis has toured the world, starring in
requirements for “Everyday Leadership.”
thousands of performances and several TV
shows, winning pro competitions and produciAIM All Week
ing
shows himself. He has worked as a writer
Last year’s successful introduction of iAIM
for
Universal
Studios and Disney, published
Certified Arena Manager (CAM) courses
articles
and
books
as a humorist and authored a
during conference week will be continued this
top-rated
blog.
Doug
will lead multiple sessions
year, allowing attendees to earn a third of their
both
on
and
off
the
ice.
(On-ice sessions will be
CAM certification while enjoying the other
held
Thursday
morning
at Las Vegas Ice Center,
activities and networking opportunities of the
with
bus
transportation
available.)
annual conference.

In addition, the brand new iAIM Certified
Skating Director (CSD) course will be offered
in its entirety. Final exams and presentation of
credentials will be held on Friday morning.
Conference attendees not registered for the
iAIM certification courses may audit any of the
individual sessions at no charge, but a registration fee is required for those wishing to take the
full course, receive the course manual and take
the certification exam.
The iAIM Certified Arena Executive (CAE)
session, open to all attendees (additional fee
required), is set for Tuesday morning, prior to
the conference opening. Dr. Jack Vivian will
present this year’s CAE topic: “If You Build It,
Will They Come?”
iAIM registration will be available at conference check-in for those who did not register in
advance.

Social & Networking Opportunities

The ISI President’s Reception on Tuesday evening is open to all conference registrants. Be
sure to stop in and thank outgoing President
Jim Hartnett for his eight years of service, and
welcome the new ISI president.
Wednesday will feature the ever-popular
breakfast roundtables as well as the annual ISI
Awards Luncheon.
The ISI Trade Show will open at 5 p.m.
Thursday with a cocktail reception and continue
on Friday with a buffet lunch. Drawings for valuable prizes will be held hourly throughout the
trade show.

Conference Times Daily Newsletter

Check your email inbox regularly during the
week for the Conference Times, a quick and convenient e-newsletter featuring daily conference
and trade show reminders and updates. (The
He’s Back!
newsletter will be sent to all conference attendees
Bill Carlson returns by popular demand as a feawhose email addresses are registered with ISI.)
tured presenter, leading “On-Time Marketing”
Wednesday morning and “Maximize Profits For additional conference information, go to
Always!” in the afternoon. Not only does skateisi.org/conference.
I S I E D G E S u m m e r 2 0 13

AFTER

Air Quality
Rule Revisions

Proposed Rule Changes

by Dan Tranter, M.P.H.

T

he first part of this report, published in the spring issue of the
EDGE, discussed air quality in ice
arenas, the current Minnesota Enclosed
Sports Arena Rules and the rule revision
process. Here we summarize the recent
developments and content of the proposed rule changes.

Recent Developments
The Minnesota Department of Health had
proposed several changes to the Enclosed
Sports Arena Rule. Administrative Law
Judge Barbara Neilson reviewed the proposed rules and the various comments
submitted from the public and MDH. In
her Feb. 8, 2013 report, the judge generally found the proposed rule changes to be
needed and reasonable, but also made a
few recommendations. MDH is proceeding with making these minor changes and
will resubmit the rules for final approval.
After the judge’s final approval, the proposed rules need to be submitted for the
governor’s approval, after which the order
adopting the rules will be published.

The following key changes to the Enclosed
Sports Arena Rules are expected to be
adopted in 2013:
• Separate set of rules for ice arenas
and enclosed motorsport activities
• All indoor ice arenas regulated,
including arenas with electric equipment
• Reducing acceptable air quality standards in ice arenas
–– For CO, from 30 ppm
(1 hr. average) to 20 ppm
–– For NO2, from 0.5 ppm
(1 hr. average) to 0.3 ppm
• Annual certification of arenas
• Employee training requirement
• Increased monitoring requirements
for ice arenas
• From once per week to two times
per week where internal combustion
engine resurfacing is used
–– An additional once per week where
internal combustion engine edging
is used
• Allowance of electronic air testing
devices without special departmental
permission.
• More specific corrective action and
follow-up testing requirements

•
•
•
•

(if unacceptable air quality conditions
are observed)
A lower evacuation criteria of 83 ppm
carbon monoxide, down from 125 ppm
Limits to prevent extended operation
above the acceptable air quality limits
Recordkeeping requirements (including public access)
Notification of MDH prior to use and
air testing when other fuel-burning
equipment that vents to the indoor
air is brought into ice arenas, such as
portable generators, lifts, blowers, etc.

The MDH has proposed revised rules
in good faith, balancing public health
need with reasonableness. Our primary
goal is bringing the rule up to date to protect public health, based on our current
knowledge of the subject.
The Minnesota Indoor Arena Managers
Association (MIAMA) participated in the
advisory committees, has publicly supported the proposed rules and developed
a training program to help arena managers.
DanTranter is the supervisor of the Indoor
Air Unit of the Minnesota Department of
Health. He can be reached at (651) 2014618 or daniel.tranter@state.mn.us.

T h e Indus tr y ’s L e ad i ng Ar ena Mana gement Sof twar e Of f ering

Maximize Your Organization’s Potential

Over 900 Installs World Wide!

Maximum
Solutions Inc.

Facility Scheduling
League Management
Membership Management
Multi-Use Pass & Attendance Tracking
Walk-in & Online Registration
TV Schedule Display & Advertising
Point of Sale
Inventory Management
Locker Rental & Tracking
Equipment Rental &Tracking
Credit Card Processing
Financial Software Integration
Energy Controls Integration
Website Integration
Billing & Receivables
Contact Management
Employee Time Clock
Gift & Pre-Paid Debit Cards
Over 175 On Demand Reports

www.maxsolutions.com | Toll Free 1-800-976-6646 | info@maxsolutions.com
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NFL Stadium Transformed Into

Skating and Hockey Wonderland
by Dave Fies

C

hicago’s Soldier Field has been
an iconic stadium since its opening
in 1924. It is the oldest continuously operating NFL stadium, and home
to one of the most storied franchises in
football: the Chicago Bears, “Monsters
of the Midway.” Gale Sayers and Walter
Payton danced into its end zone and a
coach named Ditka paced its sidelines.
NFC Championship games and FIFA
World Cup matches have been played
here, and music icons named The Stones,
Madonna and McCartney have made it
their concert venue.
In February, the stadium’s history
gained a new chapter: the transformation
from an NFL stadium into a professionalquality ice sports facility for the Office
Max Hockey City Classic. The event was
organized by Intersport, a Chicago-based
sports and entertainment marketing
agency, in partnership with title sponsor
Office Max, Soldier Field and the Chicago
Parks District.
Texas-based Ice Rink Events handled
the installation and operation of the ice
hockey event and ice skating activities.
The assembly of the rink and ice making
was anything but easy for the company’s
Ohio-based crew, led by 20-year rink
install veteran Kevin Gift. The entire
facility was created over a 10-day period,
working 24 hours a day in some of the
wildest weather conditions imaginable.
The first challenge, as usual in any stadium setting, was to solve the “crown” in
the turf field. Ice Rink Events built the

The entire facility was
created over a 10-day
period, working 24 hours
a day in some of the
wildest weather conditions
imaginable.
8

sturdy subfloor with custom-cut geofoam insulation, sandwiched between
layers of high-grade, water-resistant OSB
plywood, strong enough to support a fully
loaded ice resurfacer. The crew rushed to
roll out the 30 miles of ice mat cooling
tubes as the winter weather approached.
The dasherboards were anchored to the
subfloor decking.
Before the ice making began, an outdoor rink builder’s worst fear came true
— a big winter snowstorm. Once the
weather cleared, all the snow had to be
removed from the rink in order to begin
ice making with a firm and solid base
ice sheet. With another huge weather
challenge rapidly approaching, the crew
pumped in 4,000 gallons of glycol and
energized the 400-ton portable chiller.
On Sunday morning, the ice sheet was
perfectly level and solid. The weather
radar showed a wide path of freezing
precipitation coming, and there was no
time to wait, as the deadline to complete
the facility was just four days away. Gift’s
hardy crew, assisted by Robb Olexin of
Becker Arena Products, had the ice surface painted, lines down and logos on in
an amazing four and a half hours — a job
that usually takes nearly double that, even
in the best conditions.
With the paint and graphics sealed in,
Chicago was hit by tiny white sleet followed by freezing rain, which locked in
all of the white pebbles of sleet. “The only
guarantee about the weather in Chicago
is that it’s going to change,” Gift said. “The
only thing we didn’t get was a tornado!”
The following days ranged from
5-degree brutal cold to the one day that
reached nearly 65 degrees, with 30 mph
winds and 3 inches of rain — definitely
not the best of conditions for ice rinks.
“Kudos go to our entire install team,
who had three outdoor stadium events
ongoing at the same time, a real credit to
our crews’ years of experience with these
tricky installations and their work ethic,”

said Mike Clayton, president of Ice Rink
Events. Besides the Chicago event, the
company was building and maintaining
ice rink facilities for the American Hockey
League’s Outdoor Classic in Hershey, Pa.,
and for outdoor hockey staged at TD
Ameritrade Park in Omaha.
The Office Max Hockey City Classic
opened with a “Skate with the Greats”
fundraiser for the Ronald McDonald
House, with Chicago Blackhawk alumni
Tony Esposito and Bobby Hull on hand for
the ribbon cutting. Retired NHL player
and Hockey Hall of Famer Denis Savard
conducted a youth hockey clinic and USA
Hockey hosted “Try Hockey For Free”
clinics for area children. The Chicago
Blackhawks hosted sled hockey games for
the USA Warriors, a program that uses
the sport of ice hockey as a rehabilitation
tool for wounded veterans. Thousands
attended the hourly public skating sessions, seeing the familiar stadium from a
very different perspective.
On the main event day, Feb. 17, an
announced crowd of 52,051 witnessed
four Top 20-ranked university programs
compete on the grand Soldier Field stage.
Both games resulted in upset wins with
a one-goal victory in each game. In the
first game, the University of Notre Dame
Fighting Irish topped Miami University’s
RedHawks 2-1. In the second game, the
Wisconsin Badgers beat the Minnesota
Golden Gophers 3-2.
The inaugural Office Max Hockey City
Classic has raised the bar for outdoor
hockey and skating events. “We were
very excited to bring outdoor hockey to
Soldier Field for the very first time,”
said Drew Russell, Intersport’s
lead producer. “This was an
outstanding event.”
Dave Fies is the senior
sales manager for
Ice Rink Events.
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Ice Rink Events’ Ohiobased crew, led by Kevin
Gift, is ready for the
subfreezing weather.

Ice Rink Events crew
makes ice in subfreezing
Chicago temperatures.
Kevin Gift and Dale Gallapoo
of Ice Rink Events clear
snow before making ice.

Robb Olexin of Becker Arena
Products supervises the
speedy 4 1/2-hour installation
of ice paint, lines and logos
before a winter storm hits.

Chicagoland skaters enjoy
seeing Soldier Field from
a new perspective.

Blackhawk greats Tony
Esposito and Bobby
Hull speak to the media
at the rink’s opening.

Former NHL player
and Hockey Hall of
Famer Denis Savard
conducts youth clinics.

A crowd of 52,051 watches
four Top 20-ranked university
programs compete in the Office
Max Hockey City Classic.
Photo by Steve Woltmann
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What Does It Take to Be an

Everyday Leader?
by Joan Fox

L

eadership is remarkable. It is
written about and spoken about
more than any other single subject. It is held out as a characteristic
that is nearly sacred, and spoken about
with a sense of adoration and awe.
Indeed, we not only desire but also
need leadership. Historians tout individual leaders as legends who won wars,
mastered space and made decisions
that saved entire populations. Few
stepped up; many followed.

“It is time to talk about leadership
that is not in the context of
leading someone else — just
leading oneself through everyday
life in an extraordinary way.”

So we see the pictures, read the
stories and tell the tales of the significant few that have moved among us
and achieved significance, and we call
them leaders. The CEOs, the generals,
the kings and queens, the presidents,
the scientists, the physicians and the
architects (please forgive the many
omissions) who shaped our presentday state are dear to us.
We believe they had qualities that
you and I might never possess or, at
least, have to work at diligently. The
goal of being a great leader seems to be
more aspirational than real. We believe
others were and are better equipped to
influence because of their intelligence,
natural talents or achieved position. We
believe we must sit in workshops and be
coached to accomplish anything close.
10

But I believe we got it wrong. The
individuals that we, with some degree
of naiveté, hold in esteem had and have
the same flaws, daily challenges and
Achilles’ heels as we all do. What they
did was a matter of making a simple,
conscious, purposeful choice to serve
others — and they made that choice
many times, every day. This is worthy
of our respect and, at the same time,
not beyond our own grasp.
Everyday leadership is not about
the traditional leadership stuff. There
is nothing wrong with the traditional
thoughts about leadership. But it is
time to talk about leadership that is not
in the context of leading someone else
— just leading oneself through everyday
life in an extraordinary way.
You and I have control over our
choices. We have no control over the
family we are born into, the actions of
a hostile nation toward our country or
what a random stranger will do to us as
we pass them on the street.
But it is absolutely titillating when
we realize that we can control how
we think—and if we can control our
thoughts, our feelings and actions are
not far behind. And that is sheer magic.
There are five requirements for
everyday leadership:
• Everyday leaders bring their “best
self ” to whatever they do. Selfmanagement is a critical and
driving principle of everyday
leaders.
• Everyday leaders lead from any
seat. You do not have to be in a
position of leadership to “take” a
position of leadership.

“Everyday leaders are
•
possibilitarians. The ability to
see what is first possible
over what is impossible is a
differentiator.”
•

•

•

Everyday leaders make tough
choices and have tough conversations. So many of us are unwilling
to say what needs to be said. Yet,
taking the time and cornering the
courage to have a tough conversation can be life changing.
Everyday leaders are possibilitarians. The ability to see what is first
possible over what is impossible is
a differentiator.
Everyday leaders make others “feel
served,” and there is a huge difference between “getting served” and
“feeling served.”

Everyday leadership is about how we
choose to be in the circumstances we
are in. It is about the choices we make in
situations that occur daily. It is a philosophy of taking action to influence what
we can in a positive way. If leadership
is influence, then everyday leadership
is how we influence everyday.
Learn more about
everyday
leadership when Joan Fox
delivers the keynote address at the
2013 ISI Ice Arena
Conference on May
28 at Caesars Palace in Las Vegas. A
nationally recognized customer service and service leadership expert,
Fox is the founder of Eagle Inspiration
Inc. (joanfox.com)
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The Level-Ice control box provides
real-time data and sends it to the
motor that moves the cutting blade.

by Paul Marsh

Laser Leveling:
Bringing Arena Ice to a Whole New Level

I

ce quality: It’s a topic of discussion
among hockey players, figure skaters,
curlers, speed skaters and recreational
skaters — anyone who uses the ice in your
facility. Is it good ice or bad ice? What
defines good ice and bad ice? Is the ice
fast or slow?
Rink operators have considerable
knowledge and experience regarding icemaking principles, but, in general, most
consider good ice to be smooth, fast and
just soft enough to hold an edge.
Several properties can affect ice quality:
smoothness, texture, friction, hardness
and levelness.

Traditional Ice Resurfacing
Prior to the invention of the ice resurfacer,
arena ice was manually cleaned and hoses
or barrels were pulled around the rink,
laying on an even layer of hot water.
The ice resurfacing machine was a
significant technological improvement
in maintaining ice. The machines are
generally composed of a snow container,
hot water tanks, a wash water tank, a
blade, augers, a towel and a board brush.
The engine or motor of the vehicle is
12

responsible both for propelling the resurfacer and for powering the hydraulics
that control the various functions, such
as lowering the conditioner or raising the
snow tank.
The driver has always ultimately been
responsible for the quality of the ice,
accomplished by visual observation and
personal reaction — until now. Laser
leveling is a recent technological improvement that automatically controls the
cutting blade of the conditioner to achieve
an accurate, level ice surface.

and meet the challenges of ice maintenance, improving ice conditions. The
manual crank is removed. An automated,
computerized laser cutting system is
installed.
The Level-Ice Laser Leveling System
literally takes all the guesswork out of
producing a perfectly level sheet of ice.
The laser-controlled system provides
an accurate reference point to within .5
mm. Using the most advanced receiver
technology, the system controls the cutting blade of the conditioner to provide
a perfectly level surface after every flood.
Controlling Ice Thickness
Once the ice is level and under control,
and Level
the variation is about the thickness of a
Sixty to 70 years after the invention of the credit card.
Both natural pond ice and indoor ice
first ice resurfacing machine, the first ice
appear
to be nothing more than frozen
leveling concept was created in Finland.
water,
but
those familiar with arenas know
It was based on technology similar to that
used for the last 30-plus years in road con- that artificial ice is actually a science and
requires a high-tech approach. Ice mainstruction, land leveling, etc.
Since the launch of this leveling system, tenance must be a systematic approach:
a North American company specializing creation of the ice followed by maintenance
in laser and inclinometer machine control of the artificial ice sheet in a controlled
systems, Latec Instruments, has further environment. Level-Ice provides the operadeveloped the ice leveling concept to tor with real-time data regarding thickness
better adapt to ice resurfacing equipment and, essentially, its level.
I S I E D G E S u m m e r 2 0 13

Level laser reference

Bench mark

Level playing surface
Lines and logos
White
Base ice layer

The System and How It Works
The Level-Ice System comprises four main
components:
1. Rotating Laser – This is mounted
on a pole in the arena and is always
kept at the same level within the rink.
It projects a beam across the ice surface and cannot have any obstacles in
its path. The beam projected against
the receiver provides the data that
essentially comprehends ice thickness and then controls the ice level.

sends this information to an electric
motor that moves the cutting blade
up and down as needed.
4. Motor – The electric motor is
installed in place of the manual
crank. This eliminates the need for
the operator to perform manual
operation, provides real-time data
and allows the operator to drive.

Laser leveling does not eliminate the
operator, only the need to manually
Floor
adjust the cutting blade, plus it provides
the operator with valuable real-time
2. Receiver – The receiver is mounted data. It monitors ice thickness and then
on an electrical mast so that it will automatically controls the cutting blade
be in the path of the beam coming throughout the resurfacing process.
from the laser. The mast moves up
Once the components are installed, the
and down as the elevation of the ice highest point in the base floor is located
changes and sends this information and the optimal ice thickness is deterto the control box.
mined (usually 1 to 1 1/2 inches, but it
3. Control Box – This unit is conve- varies by arena and whether the base is
niently mounted off the operator concrete or sand). The system is then proconsole; it provides the operator grammed to this desired ice depth.
with real-time data for the ice surThe system is fully automatic, raising
face and determines whether or not and lowering the cutting blade every 1/8
a blade adjustment is required. It of a second. It will only cut ice over the

Genuine Rubber Ice Rink Flooring
❑ Bench Area and Penalty Boxes
❑ Entry Ways ❑ Rink Accesses ❑ Locker Rooms

Genuine rubber mats, nylon-reinforced, resist cutting
from “exposed” blades to protect virtually every type of
flooring, new or existing.
Easily maintained, they will neither absorb moisture
nor peel or crack under extreme cold temperatures.
Heavy-duty Deluxe Rink Mats are extra thick. In
lengths to 16’ and widths to 6’ for easy installation,
optional interlocking tabs are available for larger
applications. Mats lay flat and resist curling.

Linear Rubber Products

1-800-558-4040

www.rubbermats.com
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programmed ice setting, and leaves any
low spots untouched, to be built up. The
system is programmed for a minimum
and maximum cut. It can be controlled
by a single person, locking out other staff.
It takes the guesswork out of ice cutting
and actually maintains the ice each time
resurfacing occurs.
All arenas have different customers,
events and needs that require different
ice qualities and thickness. For example, if
you have a busy hockey tournament weekend, you can build up your ice so that it is
level and then start to cut it down level as
well, essentially avoiding green (new) ice
and providing quality level ice.
It should be noted that in the event of
an emergency (e.g., a system failure), the
Level-Ice System can be removed and the
manual crank can be easily reinstalled
in a short period of time, preventing any
major downtime.

on investment? Will it improve our overall
operation?
Would you drive your car or truck without a speedometer? You could, but you
likely would be ticketed eventually. What
does the speedometer really do for you? It
provides real-time information about the
speed that you are traveling and allows
you to drive at a scientifically pre-determined safe speed.
The laser ice leveling system provides
operators with comparable information
through the latest technology, and it helps
them provide optimal ice for the end user
while benefiting the bottom line.
The goal was quite simple: to provide a
cost-effective system that yields better ice,
time and labor savings, reduced energy costs
and potentially more ice time to sell. All of
this leads to an excellent return on investment.
While many arenas do not yet track statistics for this type of information, most
of the more than 200 North American
facilities using the system are reporting
Energy Savings
reduced labor costs, running at higher ice
Is this investment worth it? Will it temperatures because of the uniform ice
improve ice quality and level? Will it pro- thickness and enjoying the ability to sell
vide a labor
savings? What is the return more
free ice.9:53 AM
ZamboniAd_USA_Color_horiz_7x4_020113.pdf
1
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Cut as little ice and use as
little water as possible.

Paul Marsh is general manager for Latec
Instruments Inc. of Exeter, Ontario. Visit
the Latec booth at the 2013 ISI Ice Arena
Trade Show May 30-31 at Caesars Palace
in Las Vegas.
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Zamboni® remains the
overwhelming choice for
professional, private &
municipal ice rink operators
throughout the world.
Trusted & proven performers,
Zamboni® ice resurfacers
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Nothing else is even close
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Ice Rink Package
Geo-Glide is proud to introduce The Geo-Glide Ice Rink Package, a turnkey solution specifically
designed to maximize the performance and reduce the cost of ice rink installations.

The Geo-Glide Ice Rink Package Includes:
Geo-Glide 180s

Geo-Glide 135s
The patent pending Geo-Glide 135 is the first
one-piece socket/saddle fitting designed for
the ice rink industry, eliminating the need to
heat fuse elbows to saddle tees.

The Geo-Glide 135 minimizes
gaps in the piping network,
facilitating more consistent ice
temperatures and reducing
pumping requirements.

The patent pending Geo-Glide 180 is
the first one-piece U-Bend designed
for the ice rink industry, eliminating
the need to fabricate U-Bends.

• Delivered as a turnkey, factory-fused package reducing field fusion to a minimum:
All 180s factory-fused to unicoils
All 135s factory-fused to headers

Davis Mechanical Service, Inc.

A Unique Design to
REDUCE Warm Spots

• The Geo-Glide Ice Rink Package is sold exclusively by Rinks by Davis.
• Available services include consulting and/or installation.

rinksbydavis@aol.com

800.734.3284

Offering year-round beginner
through advanced hockey clinics
can strategically promote the arena
and increase the bottom line.

by Robbie Martinez

H

ockey program enrollment
numbers vary dramatically at ice
rinks across the United States. In
addition to facility location and proximity
to competition, there are several other key
areas that managers can focus on to build
and sustain a successful hockey program.

Learn-to-Skate

Build a

Self-Sustaining
Hockey Program
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Often overlooked, the learn-to-skate program can be the lifeblood of a facility’s
hockey program. The reasoning behind
this perspective is simple: the more skaters the program attracts, the more likely
it is that some of those skaters will move
on to play hockey.
The key to making that happen is to
offer a hockey-specific skating program
within your learn-to-skate program. It is

I S I E D G E S u m m e r 2 0 13

imperative for a hockey coach to instruct
this hockey-specific class, as this builds
familiarity between the student, parent
and instructor. Familiarity between customers and staff members breeds success.
A hockey-oriented learn-to-skate program will make for a smooth transition
between programs for all parties involved
and also will prevent children from moving
on to other programs before they are ready.

Clinic prices also factor into building
a successful program. The basic model is
to target each hour of ice time between
$20 and $30. For families who are being
charged $15 to $20 in learn-to-skate programs, this could be an instant deterrent.
Keeping the cost of the beginner hockey
clinics down and offering an equipment
rental program make the transition into
the sport of ice hockey easier and more
affordable.
Programs
Offering an occasional free clinic to
As young players emerge from learn-to- allow customers to experience your
skate programs, many obstacles stand in hockey program at no cost is an effective
the way of customers transitioning to an way to spark interest. You would also, of
arena’s hockey programs. First and fore- course, have to provide equipment for
most is the expense of hockey programs most clinic participants.
Another big obstacle is time availability
and equipment in comparison to the basic
skating classes. Managers must address for both the rink and the customer. From
this issue head-on; the rink must provide a the customer perspective, children’s time
cost-effective way for customers to obtain is at a premium and family schedules are
tight. With working parents and so many
equipment and learn to play hockey.
Offering an affordable equipment rental children involved in after-school activities,
program by the session will help entice other sports and youth groups, the times
customers who are hesitant to commit to allotted for beginner hockey clinics might
the full cost of purchasing equipment.
not fit into their weekly schedules.

To be successful, we need to provide
options for our customers. Traditionally,
one or two weekday afternoon options
and one or two weekend options at a reasonable morning hour would be ideal.
But from the arena standpoint, it
might not be possible to offer all of those
options. One suggestion is to try to combine the clinic ice with another program.
For example, if another hockey program
has light attendance, you can split the
ice between the existing clinic and your
beginner hockey clinic. This allows the
benefit not only of maximizing your ice
utilization, but also of showing customers
the progression in your hockey programs.
Once your beginner clinics start to fill,
you will need to provide options for those
children who begin to excel.

Skill-Specific Programs
When beginners start to emerge as young
players, progression is important to maintaining the relationship between arena
and customer. Skill-specific programs are
a direct line to lifelong customers.

Laser control systems
for leveling ice

Simple to install.
Simple to use.
Lets the operator
focus on driving.

Contact us today
to learn more.
Phone: 519-235-4585 | Fax: 519-235-0744 | Email: sales@latec.on.ca | www.latec.on.ca
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In-house hockey leagues for children and adults provide a progression from
hockey clinics and are vital to acquiring year-round, lifelong customers.

Power skating and goalie programs
are among those commonly offered and,
as previously mentioned, they can be
scheduled simultaneously to maximize
ice usage.
Offering these as well as other specific
skill clinics — such as shooting, stick
handling or game situations — the facility can also indirectly promote its summer
camps. In fact, offering programs during
the fall through spring season that mirror
your summer camp programs is the ideal
strategy for promotion and continuity.
Once again, this fosters familiarity with
your customers and demonstrates what
they can expect from your facility.
Many arenas outsource skill-specific
clinics and summer camps to outside
vendors. These outside vendors are capitalizing on the inability of many arenas
to produce a similar product. The profit
made on selling ice time to outside vendors in comparison to the potential profit
of running a comparable in-house program is small and has other “costs.” My
recommendation would be to limit the
accessibility to outside vendors and try
to offer a wider variety of programs in a
seasonal capacity.

Youth and Adult Leagues
In-house hockey leagues for adults and
children are vital to acquiring lifelong
18

customers. A strong in-house league
coupled with a variety of youth and adult
clinic options will keep customers coming
back for years to come. Seasonal leagues
should offer options for all age groups and
skill levels.
A beginner instructional league for
adults is an option I strongly suggest.
Adults are often overlooked in terms of
instructional clinics and leagues. We
are so focused on gearing our programs
toward children that we sometimes forget
that it is the adults who finance their children’s endeavors. By offering a low-level
instructional league for adults that offers
practices run by your staff, scrimmages
and even official games with referees, you
can open a new window that many adults
might not have seen before. Parents are
always looking for ways to better connect
with their children; what better way is
there than to share the same sport, and
learn and play it together?
Fall and spring youth leagues offer kids
of all ages the opportunity to play consistently. A relationship between your house
league and travel program is another crucial aspect of retaining customers. Arenas
often view the house and travel programs as separate entities, when, in fact,
they should be working together with a
common goal in mind: to keep all of the
players playing in your facility.

The Off Season
The summer months offer many ways to
maximize arena profits. Summer camps
for both hockey and learn-to-skate programs are a great place to start. Again, it
is important that each summer camp program mirror the programs that you offer
throughout the year.
The new trend in summer camps seems
to be offering half-day options for all
programs. If you decide to go that route,
please make sure that it is cost-efficient for
both the facility and the customer.
Another way to boost revenue from
otherwise unused ice is to offer youth and
adult open hockey programs and even a
family option where parent and child can
compete with or against one another.
When scheduling these events, be sure
to consider the expense of staffing ice
monitors in order to turn a reasonable
profit.
Our facility also uses the off season and
many school holidays to organize youth
3-on-3 tournaments. We have found we
can increase the profit of a standard soldout youth open hockey session between
300 and 400 percent.
Use the yearly calendar to your advantage, and even your off seasons can be
profitable.
Robbie Martinez is the hockey administrator for Floyd Hall Arena in Little Falls, N.J.
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With today’s concern for the environment, energy efficiency and safety,
CO2 is now a much superior option over all synthetic refrigerants. It is
natural, non-toxic, non-flammable with no net greenhouse effect.

The CIMCO Advantage

CIMCO’s exclusive, patented technology, ECO2 CHILL Thermal Plant,
provides you with the finest, most energy efficient CO2 ice rink system
available. Major operational benefits include:

The
ECO-FRIENDLY,
Ice Rink
System

• abundant high-grade heat reclaim (above 140ºF and
suitable for boiler replacement)
• full low-grade heat reclaim (at 100ºF for underfloor
heating, potable water and snow melting pit)
• efficient compressor operation

• very low pumping power (as much as 90% less energy
required compared to other systems)

2

• superior CIMCO ice quality and consistent ice temperatures
(CO2 enters and leaves the refrigerated slab at the same temperature)

• and a future-proof answer as a refrigerant

With over 100 years as the leader and most experienced company
in ice rink design, engineering, manufacture, installation and service,
you can rely on CIMCO to provide you with an affordable,
high-performance refrigeration system that is exactly right for you.

Call us today to learn more about
our eco-friendly, safe ECO2 CHILL
Thermal Plant system.

www.cimcorefrigeration.com

Ice Arena Emergency
Preparedness Guide
by Lori Fairchild & Bill Carlson

B

• Medical emergencies
• Mechanical/equipment/utility failure
• Weather-related emergencies
• Hazardous material leaks
• Fire/explosion
• Bomb threat
• Intruder/hostile person
• Crowd control issues
Facility managers must add to this
list any potential emergency exposures
that are specific to their facility or their
geography (for example, earthquakes, tornadoes, hurricanes or blizzards). Looking
within the confines of your business and
geographical area is a good start, but don’t
forget surrounding businesses, facilities
and structures that could pose a hazard.
Risk Assessment
Make sure your business is sufficiently
insured
against the most likely disasYour emergency and disaster planning
ters
identified
in your risk assessment.
must begin with identifying your busiYour
insurance
company can assist you
ness risk. An emergency is defined as an
in
assessing
and
addressing risks, and
unforeseen situation that requires immerecommend
courses
of action and supdiate action. An ice arena should have an
plemental
insurance.
Don’t assume that
Emergency Response Plan (ERP) for each
of several different types of emergency sit- your current business insurance covers
uations. Some of the universal situations every possible scenario; take a proactive
for which to be prepared include:
approach and find out. Your insurance
y its very nature, an ice arena is
exposed to the potential for emergencies at any given moment. Long
operating hours, large numbers of patrons
with various abilities, the presence of
refrigeration and resurfacing equipment,
rigorous physical activity — the list of
exposures is long. Add to that list the
recent weather disasters, mass shootings
and even bombings, and the necessity of
preparation clearly becomes urgent. Some
situations are preventable while others
are inevitable, but all emergencies have
one thing in common: the level of their
damage and loss can be mitigated by preparedness. How prepared are you?

Evaluate Situation

From iAIM
Operations curriculum
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• What has occurred?
• How did it occur?
• Is anyone in danger?
• Is professional assistance
required?
• At what point is assistance
called for?
• Is evacuation or shelter
necessary?

must not only cover losses, but will ideally include working capital for payroll,
accounts payable and other expenses until
your business is operational.

Developing Your Plan
The first step in developing an ERP is to
determine the chain of command at the
facility. Who makes which decisions? Who
makes emergency telephone calls? Who is
the designated media spokesperson?
The next step is to develop a separate
worksheet for each potential situation,
with answers to the following questions:

Determine Action Steps
• What actions should be taken?
• Who is responsible for each
action?
• When is each action carried
out?
• How is each action carried
out?
• Where should action be carried out?

Determine Training Needs
• What training is required?
• How often should training be
provided?
• Can training be done
in-house?
• What training tools are
available?
• Is professional training
required?
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Standard Operating Procedures
Standard Operating Procedures (SOP)
lists should be developed, posted and
reviewed with staff on a regular basis.
These should be a part of the arena’s policies and procedures manual.
Every ice arena should have SOP lists
for fire extinguishers, first aid and building evacuations, to name a few of the
major examples.
All solvents, paints, glue and hazardous
chemicals should be stored in a proper
combustible steel storage cabinet. Electric
panels should have a 3-foot clear zone in
front and on the sides of where they are
mounted.
Daily safety checklists should include
emergency lighting battery packs, panic
door hardware, exit lights, alarm sensors,
sprinkler system riser gauges and smoke
detectors.
An emergency call list should be placed
at designated phone stations, readily available in case of emergency.
In some situations, knowing what not
to do is as important as knowing what to
do. For instance, in an emergency first aid
situation, you should not move a person
who might have head, neck, spine or limb
injuries. All of this should be spelled out
in your SOPs.

Identify Your Safe Zones
It is important for you to identify, both
within and outside the facility, safe zones
where employees and guests will seek
refuge from a pending or occurring disaster. Inside, the safe zones will generally
be designated to be where the structural
walls of the building are the strongest
and away from glass windows and falling
debris. Designated safe zones outside will
be far enough away from the facility so
no one can be struck by falling objects
or debris should a collapse or explosion
occur, and allow for unimpeded access by
emergency response crews.

Know When to Evacuate
Knowing when to evacuate is a critical component to any effective ERP. Fire, explosions,
bomb threats, chemical leaks and structural damage to the facility are some of the
events that might require evacuation.
Emergency evacuation routes should
be clearly marked and well lighted. Maps
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Quick Tips for Emergency Preparedness
Detector Do’s and Don’ts

99Every ice arena needs a chemical/gas detection system. Know what the threats are in your facility,
based on the equipment in your building, and get a system that offers the necessary alerts.

99The price of detection systems runs the gamut. Don’t wait until you can afford the top-of-theline system — start with what you can afford and upgrade from there. Multi-hazard carbon
monoxide, natural gas (methane) and propane detectors offer an inexpensive solution. The
detectors, which feature a battery backup and a loud alarm, typically cost less than $75 and
are available at home improvement stores and many RV/camping supply retailers.

99While it makes sense to position the detector near the source of the hazardous material,
make sure its alarm is sufficiently loud to be heard throughout the building, beyond the
mechanical area. Consider a system that has multiple alarms for each sensor.

Where There’s Smoke …

99Vandalism and petty theft often result in fire extinguishers being so well hidden that nobody

knows where to find them when they’re needed. Make sure their location is known and
accessible to all staff members. (The same goes for flashlights — keep lots of them on hand
and replace the ones that disappear.)

99Don’t use a fire extinguisher as a doorstop! It’s likely to get misplaced, stolen or damaged.
99Consider multipurpose dry chemical extinguishers, which cover all three major classes of

fires. Buy metal, not plastic. Check the gauge regularly – if it is not fully charged, replace it
immediately.

99Train employees in the proper use of a fire extinguisher.

Wear It Proudly

99Employees wearing staff-labeled shirts or jackets is helpful to patrons. Even better, have
key staff members wear apparel labeled “Security.” This sends a message to anyone
contemplating misbehavior.

Shaky Ground

99Installation of the refrigeration package calls for an extra step in earthquake-prone areas.

Heavy equipment can be bolted to the floor in the mechanical room to avoid damage to piping.
While this step is not required by building code, it’s a simple and inexpensive way to avoid
unnecessary damage. Ideally, it is done during installation, but a retrofit is neither costly nor
complicated.

99Likewise, any storage unit or stationery equipment that could topple and injure someone
during an earthquake should be bolted to the wall, floor or ceiling.

Speak Up!

99Your communication system won’t be of much use during a power outage. Be sure to have
a bullhorn or megaphone on the premises, as well as portable radios. These items are
inexpensive and readily available at many retailers, such as Radio Shack.

99A battery backup system will cost a bit more than a bullhorn, but it will keep your sound
system operating for the critical period after a blackout.

Turn It All Off

99If your power fails, have a procedure in place to turn off everything that was on at the time of
the outage, including the lights and the refrigeration equipment. Otherwise, when the power
comes back up, all of the equipment will power up at the same time, creating a surge that
could damage some equipment as well as a peak energy draw on which your next utility bill
will be based. Turn it all back on gradually, one compressor every 20 minutes or so.

Back It Up

99Is the data on your facility’s computers backed up regularly and kept in a safe place? Options
include manually copying your data to portable storage devices, using a daily backup
program that stores data on an external hard drive or using an Internet-based file storage
service.
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showing these routes should be posted
in all interior rooms and included in the
employee handbook.
Evacuation drills should be a part of
your emergency training program.
A standardized script is a valuable tool
in an emergency. In some cases, however,
you might not want to state the nature
of the emergency if you believe it could
cause a panic reaction. You can simply
announce that an evacuation is being
called in order to do a safety check of the
facility. The goal of any evacuation is to get
people out quickly and safely.
Evacuation SOPs should be followed for
communication, turning off equipment,
assisting patrons, gathering outside and
securing the building. A procedure should
be in place for conducting head counts
and determining when it’s safe to return
to the building.

Training Trumps All
Three keys to responding to all emergencies are equipment, manpower and
training.
Equipment that should be standard in
any ice arena includes, but is not limited
to: automatic fire alarms, fire extinguishers, a sprinkler system, an automated
external defibrillator (AED), a quality
communications system, first aid supplies
and emergency lighting.
When it comes to manpower, more is
better. If you don’t have the right number
of people on duty in an ice arena, expect
any emergency to escalate.
But without the proper training, your
equipment and manpower can be worthless. Staff must know what to do, when to
do it and how to use the equipment.
One of the most common and devastating mistakes is failing to have on duty an
individual who is trained to handle a specific situation. For instance, while an ice
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arena may have an AED on the premises,
an individual who is trained to use it must
be on hand in the event the machine is
needed. Without that trained employee, the
AED is useless and the victim who needs it
might not survive. Likewise, CPR-certified
employees should always be on duty.
Another emergency preparedness issue
involves a very simple question: When you
leave your building, does every employee
who’s left in charge know how to shut off your
utilities in an emergency? Jaws often drop
when this question is asked in iAIM classes.
Training is the key to both equipment
usage and manpower. Most of the important information a staff needs to know can
be conveyed in a classroom training session, which should be held a minimum of
once a year.

Organize Your Support System
Resources and personal assistance for
developing your business emergency plan
is offered through governmental agencies
and private firms. Adopting published
and proven methods, forms, procedures
and advice for dealing with emergencies
will save time and money over starting
from scratch, and can help ensure that
your emergency plan is compliant, effective and responsible.
Comparing your plan with those of
nearby businesses and the community

can yield information and solutions that
might not be apparent, and will foster a
culture of readiness if an emergency or
disaster strikes.
You can also submit your current ERP
to your local police and fire departments
and ask them for suggestions. In fact,
invite the local police and fire departments into your facility to meet you and
learn the layout. You might even request
their help with some joint emergency
response training.
If you’re in the process of creating or
updating a plan, the Ice Skating Institute
offers expert resources, particularly
through the iAIM curriculum, the annual
conference and networking with fellow
members.
Professional consultants are also available, for a fee, to develop a comprehensive
ERP for any facility. Consider contacting
the National Fire Protection Association
(NFPA) for a list of such consulting firms,
and then having an attorney review any
plan before you implement it.
Lori Fairchild is editor of the ISI EDGE.
Bill Carlson owner of U-Profit Business
Success, has more than 30 years of
experience owning and operating successful businesses, and has worked as
an ice arena manager in Chicago. He
will be presenting two sessions at this
year’s ISI Conference in Las Vegas.
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One Size Fits All??
When it comes to outfitting skaters, is it one size fits all?? Of course not! The
wrong fit will make even the easiest moves difficult. In fact, it could be dangerous.
So it is with rink management and insurance. Are you covered sufficiently? At
the best price and service level? Does your insurance plan fit your business
model? If not, you could be headed for a fall.
Our I.C.E. (Ice Center Evaluation) Program is designed specifically with the rink
owner in mind. Call us to get a free evaluation and benefit from our 100+ years
of combined insurance experience.
Let us help you get the right insurance fit. Then you can focus on your business.

American Insurance
The Right Fit
617-770-9000
Rink Insurance Program underwritten by an A+ Insurance Company

ISI Judge Certification Tests
Congratulations to the following instructors who have recently passed ISI judge certification tests:

GOLD

Morgan Glavin

Colleen Clancy

Julianne Parece

Elisabeth Hill

Anna Cobb Penn

Jenna Politski

Emily Alderman

Jessica Renee Huot

Beth Collyard

Jessica Proctor

Brigitte Altenhaus

Kathlynn Hughes

Tim Covington

Kaitlyn Randall

Kathryn Campbell

Marsha Lewis

Heather Cristobal

Morgan Reichert

Tim Covington

Jayme Long

Justine Daley

Madilyn Restivo

Snigdha Dhar

Megan Malone

Amanda Dobbs

Sonia Richmond

Julie Dodge

Alice Murphy

Aimee Driscoll

Morgan Rowe

Rachel Duckworth

Sonia Richmond

Alyssa Erickson

Patricia Schwab

Sandy Heffron

Stephanie Smith

Jennifer Fontanella

Gayle Stevenson Seibert

Gina Heimbecker

Neale Smull

Jessica Funk

Karen Shaw

Elisabeth Hill

Sandra Thomson

Kyleigh Gaff

Neale Smull

Jessica Kukal

Andrea Winikoff

Sebastien Geerens

Brittany Stornetta

Ellen Mills

Sharon Wissel

Shannon Pauls

Katarina Wolfrom

Jessica Godar
Stephanie Goldfein

Neale Smull

Mary Gregory

Megan Sprenger

Marcy Hahnen

Jennifer Vicinie
Amy Wellman
Sharon Wissel
Staci Wood

BRONZE

Yana Hanes
Ashleigh Haslag

Jenessa Adams
Aziza Alaoui

Angelique Hudec
Rachelle Johnson

Ashley Strojny
Sandra Thomson
Gabriela Torres
Sarah Varian
Jeremy Vivit
Devan Vossekuil
Elizabeth Walker
Riley Wharton

Rachel Bailey

Alyssa Logan

Katie Bedard

Heidi Mackinnon

Kenneth Benson

Nicole MacNerland

Marissa Berry

Karlene Maiolino

Brigitte Altenhaus

Bethany Bonenfant

Ashley Malin

Bonnie Barrett

Alison Botterill

Kelly Meagher

Jennifer Caron

Rachel Chidester

Denise Boyle

Alexandra Miller

Ruthann Chapman

Anna Cobb Penn

Anastasia Cannuscio

Alison Morra

Michelle Devine

Beth Collyard

Isabella Cannuscio

Alice Murphy

Carolyn Drzewiecki

Angela Marie Como

Stephanie Cavalli

Jennifer Nguyen

Carole Dymoke

Tim Covington

Stephanie Chapman

Rachel Novick

Michelle Koewler

Julie Dodge

Stephanie Chernick

Molly Olson

Leanne Walsh

Rachel Duckworth

Stacy Chickering

Jennifer Oster

Staci Wood

SILVER
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Katarina Wolfrom
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Coaches’
Corner
Liz Mangelsdorf
ISI National Skating
Programs Coordinator

R

Referee
Certification Test

New ISI

eferees at an ISI-endorsed competition play an important role. They oversee the running of the event and its
panel of judges, and they are responsible for decisions that
affect the skaters, coaches and event results. Ultimately, those
decisions reflect the mission and reputation of the competition
and the Ice Skating Institute.
Because the referee is so vitally
important to the success and
integrity of the ISI and its events,
a certification test has been created to gauge prospective referees’
knowledge of the ISI competition
standards and to determine if they
are qualified for the position.

Why are referees important to your
local competitions?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

They have resource knowledge of the rules and penalties for
each type of event.
They have knowledge of the competition standard at each
level and event.
They have knowledge of the common mistakes at each level
and event.
They ensure that ISI rules are interpreted correctly and
consistently.
They ensure that any penalties are applied correctly and
consistently.
They allow the skater a restart, if necessary.
They help ensure that the results are accurate.

Zero GrAvity

License to FLY

The latest light weight skating boots.
Standard Features:
V notch for optimal ankle flex.
Low cut back for ideal toe pointing and better Achilles comfort.
Cushioned insole for shock absorption with anti friction top cover.
Suede synthetic lining to wick moisture from feet and ankle comfort.

Available at a SP-Teri dealer near you.
SP-Teri Co., Inc. 436 North Canal Street, Unit 1 • South San Francisco, CA 94080
Phone (650) 871-1715 • Fax (650) 871-9062 • www.spteri.com
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•
•

They mentor ISI judges and coaches regarding ISI competition philosophy, rules and penalties.
They assist the competition director in conflict resolution.

A panel referee helps to maintain the
ISI philosophy at local and national
events:
•
•
•
•
•

“Participation not elimination.”
Give the skater the benefit of the doubt.
Penalties are to protect those who follow the rules.
All penalty decisions must be unanimous.
Referees help provide valuable coaches’ education and
resources.

A coach who wishes to take the referee
test should meet the following criteria:
•
•
•

Be a current ISI professional member.
Be a gold-certified ISI judge with a current update test
passed, if applicable.
Have been using the ISI program by testing skaters, entering skaters in local competitions and judging at local or
national events.

The referee test is now available
online at skateisi.org/refereetest.
Qualified persons may submit their application online. Each
applicant will be required to list a reference who must be an ISI
professional member (for example, applicant’s skating director,
competition director or rink manager) vouching for the applicant’s status.
Once the information is verified and approved by the ISI
national office, a link will be emailed to purchase ($25) and take
the test.
This test uses a true/false and multiple choice question format,
with questions based on the application and interpretation of
rules and practical judge panel scenarios. A separate video judging test section requires acting as a panel referee, performing
actual event judging and penalty evaluation.

Oct. 11-13

San Francisco, California
Entry & Test Deadline: Aug. 10

ears and fears vanish at Adult Champs, where young-at-heart
Yskaters
of all levels exhibit their skills among supportive
friends old and new. This year’s Adult Champs participants
will enjoy the good fortune of a journey to Yerba Buena
Skating Center in beautiful downtown San Francisco, on the
roof of the Moscone Convention Center. Don’t sit at home
feeling like a relic when other adult skaters from age 18 to
80+ are discovering the secret of youthful
energy and having the time of their lives.

skateisi.org/adultchamps
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Yo
u
r
Code of Ethics?

Do You Know
by Debbie & Gerry Lane

I

n 2009 the Ice Skating Institute board of directors approved
the adoption of the Professional Skaters Association’s Code
of Ethics and grievance process for its professional membership. As a result, all instructor members of the ISI who are
not already members of the Professional Skaters Association
(PSA) are expected to abide by the Code of Ethics, and violations could be subject to a grievance process by the ISI that
can have several outcomes.
A grievance is heard by a panel of ISI members comprising a
past president of the PSA, a member of the ISI board of directors and one member at-large who is a member of both the ISI
and the PSA.
In a grievance procedure, the burden of
Good people do make bad
proof in the evidence
decisions, which can impact
presented must be clear
and convincing, which
their lives and careers forever.
is lower than the burden
Never let a short-term reward
of proof in a criminal
blind you to the consequences
case. This confidential
procedure
includes an
of your actions.
appeal to the ISI executive committee, which
shall not be de novo but shall be based on the facts of the case.
The panel determination can range from dismissal, private admonition, public admonition, probation or suspension to expulsion.
The suspension and expulsion sanctions will result in a public
announcement and a cessation of membership and its privileges.
As most arenas require proof of some type of professional
membership and liability insurance coverage from the instructor,
a suspension or expulsion would likely cause the instructor to
lose his or her teaching privileges in ice arenas.
The decision by the ISI to adopt the PSA code was an important
step in controlling the conduct of all skating instructors and holding them accountable for their behavior toward athletes, fellow
coaches, arena management, clubs and the general skating public.
Now, each year when ISI professional members renew their
membership with the ISI, they must undergo a criminal background check. This process is also required by United States
Figure Skating and USA Hockey for their coaches, and each
background check must be performed independent of the other
associations. In other words, the ISI cannot accept the results
of USFS, nor vice versa.
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In the case of a criminal procedure pending against a member
coach, it is common for all of the various skating associations
to suspend that member and delay a possible grievance process
until such time that the criminal case has run its course. At that
time, a grievance process can occur and sanctions against the
instructor can be imposed.
Every instructor member of the ISI should read and be compliant with the Code of Ethics, which can be found on the next
page and on the ISI website at skateisi.org/ethics. The various
skating organizations will recognize sanctions handed down by
other domestic skating organizations and are routinely informed
when a serious sanction takes place.

Common Issues
Perhaps the most common ethics issue in the ice skating business deals with solicitation by a coach of another coach’s student.
Sometimes a coach will interfere with another coach’s business
more subtly by tampering with that coach’s student. It is always
important for a coach to act professionally and not interfere in
any way with another coach’s business.
Recognize the difference between appropriate promotion and
inappropriate promotion. It is fine to market yourself to the general public in a fashion that is approved by the management of
your arena or club. It is not appropriate to target your marketing
to skaters already involved with a private lesson teacher or in a
manner that is not approved by the management of the arena.
There are, of course, other issues that arise from time to time
dealing with abusive behavior toward skaters, coaches and parents as well as falsifying of one’s background. The Code of Ethics
has been carefully drafted to cover all such activities.
Arena managers must be proactive in handling coaching issues
that might arise. Figure skating can seem like a different world
for many managers. It is not like team sports, and yet parents will
spend a lot of money in your facility during their child’s skating
career. Managers owe it to themselves and to their patrons to
be involved with their figure skating program. They should not
hesitate to know their customers and their needs and to educate themselves by attending coaching meetings, seminars, club
meetings and other programs where figure skating is discussed.
Skating directors must be empowered, as well, to deal with
their staff and issues that might come up. This involves having
a manager who can be a sounding board and is there to support
the skating director’s decisions.
I S I E D G E S u m m e r 2 0 13

ISI Code of Ethics
A Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct is hereby
adopted so that the public respect and the status of the
association members in the profession may be enhanced
and secured and that ethical principles are to be followed
to avoid actual or perceived impropriety.
The following basic rules shall govern the conduct and
relations of members of the Ice Skating Institute. Any
complaint concerning breaches thereof shall be dealt
with by the Grievance Review Committee according to
the procedures that are adopted from time to time by the
board of directors of the Ice Skating Institute.
1. Members of the Ice Skating Institute, (hereafter
referred to as “members”) shall at all times exercise
the greatest care and discretion in their relationships
with other members, pupils and pupils of other members.
2. Prior to acting as a coach, the member shall determine
the nature and extent of any earlier teaching relationship with that skater and other members.
3. No member shall in any case solicit pupils of another
member, directly or indirectly, or through third parties.
4. Members shall dress neatly and in a clean and appropriate manner as is becoming a member of the Ice Skating
Institute. Members shall be ever mindful of the influence
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they exercise over their pupils and under all circumstances this trust should never be abused.
5. Members shall at all times be mindful that they have the
responsibility to influence their students to act with dignity, ethically and with high moral conduct. The members
shall never place the value of winning above the value of
instilling the highest desirable ideas of character in their
students nor shall the members act in any manner inconsistent with a high standard of ethical and moral conduct.
6. The members shall take an active role in the prevention
of drugs, alcohol and tobacco abuse, and under no circumstances should authorize the use of such products.
7. All members recognize that they shall act in a manner,
which avoids verbal or physical abuse of any skaters,
other coaches, parents or officials. Members shall not
engage in, nor permit any skater with whom they are
charged with the responsibility of coaching to engage
in, any offense in violation of federal, state or local law,
or laws of a foreign government.
8. Members shall at all times avoid conflicts of interest which
can be considered to exist at any time when the actions
of the members for themselves or on behalf of a skater,
would involve the obtaining of an improper advantage.
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In our experience, a direct relationship exists between the
moral and ethical behavior of the coaches and the vitality of the
skating program. When class lessons are at capacity and coaches
are nearly fully employed, the ethical behavior is at its highest
level. When the business climate in an arena is less desirable,
some people might begin to behave in an unethical manner.
We remind coaches all the time that a coaching career can
span decades and that the coaches often stay in the same arena
or area for many years. The way you choose to conduct yourself
toward your athletes and fellow coaches and officials can make
for a rewarding career or a contentious one.
We all know right from wrong. Good people do make bad decisions, though, which can impact their lives and careers forever.
Never let a short-term reward blind you to the consequences of
your actions.
It is also important to remember that, in this age of technology, our actions and behavior are subject to constant scrutiny.
Cameras have invaded our lives both in and out of the arena
setting and there is often a permanent record of our actions and
even words that can be used against us. It is important to conduct
ourselves with respect for the people with whom we come in
contact with at all times.
With these facts in mind, where do we learn our ethics and
find our own moral compass? We usually can attribute our ethical behavior to our parents and grandparents. Some of us have
been fortunate enough to have mentors within the sport. Those
just starting their coaching career might find it valuable to sit
in on lessons with coaches whom they trust to be ethical and
even set up a meeting with them to ask about their thoughts on
ethics. It is important to learn ethical behavior within the sport
by seeking advice from admired coaches, reading articles in publications such as the ISI EDGE or PS Magazine and attending
seminars and national conferences.
During these seminars and conferences, you will enjoy the privilege of hearing ethics discussed by guest speakers. These events
also provide opportunities to network with your coaching peers
and share ideas about how to handle situations as they arise.
We refer to the Code of Ethics quite often and to the moral
compass that was instilled in us by our families.
“You will be remembered more by your qualities than
your accomplishments.”
—David Whyte
“It takes many good deeds to build a good reputation,
and only one bad one to lose it.”
— Benjamin Franklin

Debbie Lane is the District 12 representative and Gerry Lane is the PSA
representative on the ISI board of directors.
Debbie is an instructor and Gerry is director of skating for South Suburban Parks
and Recreation District in Colorado.
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MuSt-hAve reSourceS

for ISI coAcheS!

The ISI Handbook includes
the latest rule revisions plus
detailed event descriptions for
national events. It’s the only
comprehensive resource for
ISI test level requirements,
weSKATE program information,
competition events and
performance rules, and
judging criteria.

Test and
Competi
for Skaters
tion
, Coache Standards
s and Judg
es

2012 ED

ITION

Skating
Test Leve
ls & Req
Competi
uiremen
tion Perf
ts
ormance
Special
Rules
Skater Req
uiremen
Judge Cert
ts
ification
Judging
Program
Criteria
& Descrip
tions
Judging
& Scoring
Tips
Penalty
Referenc
e Chart
Event Sum
mary Cha
rt

$25 each or special rate of $20 for
orders of 10 or more — stock up for your
staff, pro shop and judge stand!
skateisi.org/handbook
The weSKATE Test Standards
DVD offers detailed
demonstrations of the passing
standards for each required ISI
test maneuver in the Pre-Alpha
through Delta and Freestyle
1-10 levels. You’ll also see
evaluations of the skater’s
moves, and even common
test mistakes and how to help
your students avoid them.
A skating instructor’s dream
deal at only $20!
skateisi.org/dvd
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District & Association Updates
EDITOR’S NOTE: District & Association Updates should be limited to no
more than 300 words and must include the writer’s name and district/
association title as well as a headshot. The deadline for the Fall 2013 issue
is June 15. Send to editor@skateisi.org.

ISI District 2

(New York, Pennsylvania)

by Robyn Bentley, District Director

We had a very successful ISI instructor education seminar last fall in York, Pa., and
have a second one planned, which will
include weSKATE Core training. Special
thanks to Skating Director Marcie Vucenic,
Rink Manager Mike Cleveland and their
staff for hosting, and to Alane Swiderski for
being a guest presenter.
ISI District 2 now has a Facebook page — “like” us! The
goal is to keep our members up to date on what’s happening
in the district. If you want to share your news, upcoming
events, event results or just what’s going on in your facility,
please post on our page.
District 2 is also proud to be the home of this year’s State
Games of America in Hershey, Pa. The ISI portion of this
competition is an endorsed event (not an ISI office-run
national event); as district director I have been working with
our State Games chair and the local organizing committee to
ensure that ISI competition standards are upheld.
The ISI is a membership-driven organization, and we are
here to serve our members. As district directors we are volunteers, but as your elected representatives we are your voice
to the entire board of directors. Please continue to share your
feedback; it is valuable in helping to evaluate and improve
ISI programs and services. We want to hear from every facet
of our membership: owners, managers, skating directors,
instructors, skaters and parents.

ISI District 4

(Delaware, District of Columbia, Maryland, New Jersey,
Virginia, West Virginia)
by Christine Wilson Brinton, District Director

We are winding down our competitive
season in ISI District 4. More than 260 skaters participated in our District Champs
April 13-14. With Open Freestyle categories
growing in popularity, District Champs
offered Open Freestyle Solo Compulsory
and Jump & Spin events.
Another District 4 skater will join the Disney On Ice
cast this season. We congratulate Jennifer Christie of Piney
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Orchard and Bowie ice arenas, and look forward to seeing her
in a performance soon.
The team from Herbert Wells Ice Arena attended the ISI
Winter Classic competition in February at Miami University
in Oxford, Ohio. The skaters, coaches and families all had
a wonderful time, and their production team and Family
Spotlights were big hits.
The Bowie ISI Team is planning to send a team to Skate
Asia this summer. They have been fundraising all season and
are looking forward to a once-in-a-lifetime experience in
Thailand.
The city of Bowie has hired a consulting group to look into
the possibility of adding a two-sheet ice arena to a proposed
new sports complex. They recently heard from current user
groups, and a public hearing will be scheduled in the near
future.

ISI District 11

(Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Texas)

by Caroline Baker, District Director

District 11 started 2013 with a full schedule. Learn-to-skate classes resumed after
the winter holiday break, and skaters and
coaches began preparing for new ISI class
levels, testing and the start of another
competition season.
The Southwest Sparklers synchronized
skating team held their resale shop Jan. 19 at ICE at The Parks
in Arlington, Texas. This is one of several major fundraisers
that the skating team holds throughout the year to help them
with expenses associated with participating in the annual ISI
World Recreational Team Championships. This sale helps
all the skaters purchase skating dresses, skates and practice
clothes at discounted prices.
The Dr Pepper StarCenter in McKinney, Texas hosted the
well-attended Love to Skate Competition Feb. 16-17. March
brought spring break for District 11 rinks, with a variety of
special events scheduled for students enjoying “stay-cations.”
ICE at The Parks held its Spring Intra-Rink Competition on
April 14.
The District 11 Competition is set for May 18-19 at Dr
Pepper StarCenter in Farmers Branch, Texas. We look forward to seeing many ISI members from across the country
Memorial Day week at the ISI Conference & Trade Show
in Vegas. Shortly after we return from conference, summer
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camp at ICE at The Parks begins (June 10) and runs through
Aug. 8. The Parks’ Summer Learn-to-Skate Show will be held
June 15.
And the second half of 2013 promises to be just as busy!

ISI District 18
(Florida)

by Glyn Jones, Director

District 18 has set a record this year with
three competitions featuring more than
300 skaters each.
Our free district instructor seminar was
held in February at RDV Sportsplex Ice
Den in Orlando. Cindy Solberg came all
the way from Alaska to serve as our guest
speaker, sharing her experience and ideas on the topic of integrating ISI and USFS programs. We also had a boot-fitting
lesson from Olympian and Jackson Skates representative
Mark Ladwig.
Our Championship Series finale will be held at the end
of the competition season on July 13 at TBSA Oldsmar. We
have nearly 30 entries — which might be one of the reasons
we have had such great competition participation this year!

Wisconsin Ice Arena Management
Association (WIAMA)

by Eric Baltramonas, 2 Vice President

Increase the
overall efficiency
of your ice arena
with ARID-Ice
™

A greener alternative to
refrigeration dehumidifiers.
ARID-Ice gas fired desiccant systems
use reactivation recovery and dew point
controls to maximize performance and
minimize total energy consumption.
•

•

options include steam
or electric reactivation

•

reduce refrigeration
costs

nd

Greetings from Wisconsin! Hopefully everyone
survived another busy season of fall/winter programming with great success. Time to relax and
take the summer off, right? Not likely! Time to
get those summer programs going or get all
those maintenance projects done.
We held our spring conference April
24-26 at the Kalahari Resort in the Wisconsin Dells. Everyone
once again had a great time and benefited from reviewing
their season with fellow rink managers, program directors
and arena vendors while gaining knowledge for the future in
the classroom sessions. If you weren’t able to make it this year,
please consider attending next year. We’d love to see you there!
Please visit www.wiama.com for information on our oneday Fall Fire Up workshop, set for Aug. 23 at Kettle Moraine
Ice Arena in Westbend.

Pittsburgh Penguins Ice Rink
Management Council (PPIRMC)

systems utilize 99.46%
efficient natural gas
or propane

•

reduce humidity levels

•

eliminate indoor
condensation and fog

•

prevent mold

•

improve indoor air
quality

Reduce cost and conserve energy.
Call 810-229-7900 to find out how.
ARID-Ice by Controlled Dehumidification IMS
is the leader in desiccant dehumidifiers. We have
provided equipment for over 400 professional and
recreational indoor skating surfaces throughout
North America from 500 to 45,000 SCFM.

5931 Ford Court, Brighton, MI 48116
810-229-7900 • Fax: 810-229-7908
sales@cdims.com • www.cdims.com

by Trudy Ivory, Chair

The Council met in January at the CONSOL
Energy Center in Pittsburgh. Iceburgh
Associates sent three representatives from
their company, Green Roads Energy, to
present information on energy-saving services to business, government and
nonprofit clients.
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We also discussed creating subcommittees for bulk ordering
and business plans. Daytime school field trips were addressed,
with all parties agreeing on the bonus these visits could provide to our businesses.
The results of our April meeting will be reported in the
next issue.

NorthEast Ice Skating Managers’
Association (NEISMA)

by Jeffrey Doucette, President

Things are definitely looking up for our
industry. Latest indicators for recreational
facilities show signs of improvement. Over
the past year, movie theaters, water parks
and other recreational businesses have been
showing modest increases in participation
and the bottom line, which bodes well for
ice arenas.
The NEISMA Spring Conference and Trade Show was
held April 16-18 at the Hyannis Resort and Conference
Center in Hyannis, Mass. The highlights included golf on
the resort, a walking tour of Hyannis and its Youth and
Community Center, educational sessions, guest speakers and
the NEISMA Cup hockey game pitting rinks against vendors.
Next year’s conference has not yet been set, and we
are always looking for input. Have a safe and prosperous
summer.
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weSKATE 3.5

Class Management Software

with ISILink

Class Management Software©
with ISILink Does It All!
It’s like having an assistant – but it’s FREE!
weSKATE 3.5 Class Management Software© is an all-in-one
solution that plans, organizes and manages details of your ISI
learn-to-skate program. Now multiple computers in your arena
can access the weSKATE database at the same time.

Go to www.skateisi.org/CMS to learn more
about how to download your FREE copy.

The copyrighted weSKATE CMS is reserved for the exclusive use of ISI weSKATE program administrators.
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CALENDAR
ISI-Endorsed Competitions & Shows/Exhibitions
Deadline for the next EDGE calendar: June 15
For regular calendar updates, see
www.skateisi.org, Event Info

Competitions
MAY
4
Marlboro MA
Bridgewater Ice Arena
Electric Edge Skating School
Spring Fling
4-5
Van Nuys Iceland
Spring Competition

Van Nuys CA

4-5	Fairfax VA
Fairfax Ice Arena
2013 Spring ISI Competition
4-5
Great Neck NY
Andrew Stergiopoulos Ice Rink
Ninth Annual Long Island Ice Classic
11-12
Yorba Linda CA
The Rinks - Yorba Linda ICE
10th Annual ISI Open Competition
17-19	West Concord MA
Valley Sports Ice Arena
Sharper Edge Skating School
13th Annual Sharper Edge Skater’s Cup
18-19	Farmers Branch TX
Dr Pepper StarCenter Farmers Branch
District 11 Championships
26
San Diego Ice Arena
ISI Open Championships

San Diego CA

31-June 2 	New York NY
Sky Rink @ Chelsea Piers
The 27th Annual ISI Team Competition
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JUNE

AUGUST

1
Rink Side Ice Arena
Summer Chiller

Gurnee IL

9-10	Natick MA
FMC William Chase Arena
42nd Annual Natick ISI Competition

8-9
Chicago IL
McFetridge Sports Center
2013 School’s Out Competition

13-15
Ice Palace Hawaii
ISI Hawaiian Open

9
Centennial CO
South Suburban Ice Arena
Summer Skatefest

16-18
UTC Ice
Skate by the Sea

14-16
Clearwater FL
Clearwater Ice Arena
27th Annual ISI Competition

24-25
Panorama City CA
LA Kings Valley Ice Center
LA Kings Valley Ice Center ISI Open

20-23	Natick MA
FMC William Chase Arena
23rd Annual ISI District 1 Championships

SEPTEMBER

22-23
St. Paul MN
Pleasant Arena
ISI Sponsor: Schwan Super Rink-NSC
Star of the North State Games 2013
29-30
Channel Island Ice Center
Summer Skatefest

Oxnard CA

Honolulu HI

San Diego CA

14-15
Arlington TX
ICE at The Parks
10th Annual Open Competition
20-22
Gatlinburg TN
Ober Gatlinburg Ice
ISI Invitational Team Competition

OCTOBER

29-30
Las Vegas NV
Las Vegas Ice Center
Red, White & Blue ISI Open Competition

11-13 San Francisco CA
Yerba Buena Ice
Skating Center
ISI Adult Championships

JULY
13	Winnetka IL
Winnetka Ice Arena
Hosted by Centennial Ice Rink-Wilmette
Mid-Summer Classic
31-Aug. 4
Harrisburg PA
York City -Twin Ponds-Klick Lewis Arenas
Central PA FSC
State Games of America
22-27

Anaheim CA

DECEMBER
6-8

Centennial CO

South Suburban Family
Sports Center
ISI Holiday Challenge

FEBRUARY
14-16

San Jose CA

The Rinks-Anaheim ICE

Sharks Ice

ISI World Recreational
Team Championships

ISI Winter Classic
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SHOWS & EXHIBITIONS
MAY
3-5	Niles IL
Niles Iceland
Fantastic Creatures, Critters and Fairies!
4-5
Cottage Grove MN
Cottage Grove Ice Arena
Show Stoppers-Name Droppers
10-11
Boxborough MA
Nashoba Valley Olympia
Time
11	Wasilla AK
Brett Memorial Ice Arena
Spring Through Time
11
Talbot Rink
Cape Ann FSC
Set Sail with CAFSC

Gloucester MA
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11
Lakewood CA
The Rinks-Lakewood ICE
4th Annual Spring Production
17-19
St. Peters MO
St. Peters Rec-Plex
The Adventures of Seuss: One Skater, Two
Skater, Red Skater, Blue Skater
17-19	Franklin Park IL
Franklin Park Ice Arena
Lights, Camera, Axel
18
City Ice Pavilion
Spring Show

Long Island City NY

25	Decatur AL
Point Mallard Ice Complex
2013 Memorial Day Skating Exhibition

JUNE
15
ICE at The Parks
Summertime 2013

Arlington TX

JUly
13
Roseville CA
Skatetown
Skating Through the Decades

DECEMBER
3-7
Ice Chalet
Nutcracker on Ice

Knoxville TN

14
ICE at The Parks
Holiday at The Parks 2013

Arlington TX
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And
Another
Thing...
Peter Martell
ISI Executive Director

What’s Next?

Could It
Be Your
Facility?

N

o sooner had my plane landed
in Boston on Monday, April 15 —
Patriot’s Day — than I received
a text saying, “Did you hear about the
explosion at the Boston Marathon?” My
immediate thought was “What’s next?”
Over the past few years, our country
has been victimized by attacks at restaurants, schools, workplaces, even a church
and military base. In addition, both natural

and manmade disasters such as Hurricane
Sandy, the 2011 tornado in Joplin, Mo.
and the fertilizer plant explosion in West,
Texas have ravaged entire communities.
What could possibly be next? The truth
is – anything, anywhere. All we can do is
try to minimize the risks and be prepared
to react if necessary.
As owners, operators and employees of ice arenas, we are custodians of
places of public assembly and guardians of the public’s welfare. We have a
responsibility to protect our guests from
any type of emergency that could arise —
medical, weather-related, bomb threat,
hostile attack, hazardous material leak,
mechanical/equipment/utility failure,
etc. Since few, if any, emergencies come
with advance warning, we must be sure
that our managers and staff are properly
trained and well prepared.
In addition, something as simple as
making sure that the proper equipment
is on hand can make the difference. I
learned this lesson the hard way in July
1977 when I was manager of the original Sky Rink on the 16th floor of an office
building in Manhattan. We had 100-plus
skaters on public session when, suddenly,

everything went black — inside and out.
Unable to use the sound system to make
an announcement, I quickly realized the
importance of having a bullhorn and
the value of emergency lighting. We had
emergency lighting in the rink area, but
the building did not have backup power
and, consequently, the elevators were shut
down. With 16 floors of pitch-dark emergency stairwells being the only means of
exit, and the fact that the entire city was
without power for streetlights, subways —
everything — I made the decision to keep
everyone in the rink for the night.
So, if you think it will never happen to
you, think again. Don’t allow your employees or customers become the victims of
the next unforeseen event.
“Success depends on previous
preparation and, without
such preparation, there is sure
to be failure.”
			 —Confucius
“The time to repair the roof
is when the sun is shining.”
		

—John F. Kennedy

Wouldn’t you like to count your
club or rink among the most
progressive in the nation?
THE PROGRAM
Excellence On Ice is a program that provides rinks and clubs
with international recognition as a progressive training facility
dedicated to excellence in coaching both on and off-ice.
The mission of the EOI program and its shield is to increase
visibility of the club or rink, promote continued education for
coaching, and to demonstrate professionalism in the sport of
figure skating.

REQUIREMENTS

Excellence On Ice
P R O F E S S I O N A L S K AT E R S A S S O C I AT I O N
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To participate in the EOI program all coaches of the club
or rink must be PSA members. Member coaches receive a
variety of benefits which include: seminars, workshops and
conferences; eligibility for ratings and accreditation; group
health and liability insurance; PS Magazine subscription and
Job Placement services.

www.skatepsa.com
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DOn’t
mISS
a
Day Of BenefItS!
Get BOtH yOur 2013-14 ISI prOfeSSIOnal
memBerSHIp anD yOur lIaBIlIty InSurance
fOr One lOw prIce!

ISI’S lIaBIlIty InSurance BenefItS are
tHe BeSt In tHe InDuStry —
offering more coverage at a lower price — plus, ISI policies
continue to meet all other association requirements with
coverage provided from July 1 through Aug. 31 of the
following year. All current ISI professional memberships
and liability insurance must be renewed by Sept. 1 to
maintain coverage.

yOur annual memBerSHIp prOvIDeS
many mOre valuaBle BenefItS:
Right to use weSKATE®, the original national learnto-skate program to build and maintain your coaching
business
• Right to register ISI tests for individual skaters
• ISI EDGE quarterly professional journal and
Recreational Ice Skating quarterly magazine
• Reduced registration fees for ISI professional and
educational events and programs
• Limited accident insurance coverage
• Free educational seminars
• Judge and referee certification program
•

renew at SkateISI.OrG/prOfeSSIOnal
*Professional background check is included in membership fee.

Lace them up and take the ice.
Mondo’s surfaces can handle abuse from skates.

TOUGH

S P O R T I M PA C T

|

RAMFLEX

W W W . M O N D O W O R L D W I D E . C O M
800 361 3747

mondo@mondousa.com

